PART A

1. What is meant by Justice? Examine Rawl’s theory of justice and its communitarian critiques. (5+15=20)

2. Analyse the concept of Socialism with special reference to Evolutionary and Revolutionary Socialism. (20)

3. Bring out the philosophy underlying Gandhi’s doctrine of Satyagraha. (20)

4. Explain and criticise Aristotle’s views on Slavery. (20)

PART B

5. ‘The Constitution of India is a Constitution drawn from several sources.’ Elucidate. (10+10=20)

6. State and criticise the procedure of amendment to the Constitution of India. (20)

7. What are the main hindrances in the way of the working of Panchayati Raj Institutions in India? Suggest means to tackle such hindrances. (12+8=20)

8. What are the causes for the growth of communalism in India? What measures can be adopted to prevent its growth? (14+6=20)